[Historical overview of REM sleep behavior disorder in relation to its pathophysiology].
Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (RBD), which is characterized by dream-enacted, sometimes violent and aggressive, behaviors was firstly reported by Schenck and his colleagues in 1986; thereafter, it was incorporated as parasomnia in the International Classification of Sleep Disorders 1st edition (ICSD-1). The polysomnographical hallmarks of RBD include intermittent/sustained loss of the skeletal muscle atonia of REM sleep (REM sleep without atonia [RWA]); further, this finding has been mandatory in the diagnostic criterion (requiring polysomnographic [PSG] monitoring) in the ICSD-2 in 2005. The animal equivalent of RBD was previously described by Jouvet's and Morrison's groups, dated back to 1965, when Jouvet's group firstly created experimentally lesioned cats (in the bilateral pontine tegmentum areas) presenting with "oneiric behaviors". In 1970s Hishikawa's group had also described peculiar sleep state in alcoholics and other subjects of drug withdrawal with rapid eye movements and tonically increased chin muscle activity (reffered to as "Stage 1-REM with tonic EMG" [Stage 1-REM]). It was difficult to determine from the polysomnographical features whether Stage 1-REM was REM sleep or not, as this state did not preserve proper cyclic appearance of REM sleep. They also reported Stage 1-REM in patients with Shy-Drager syndrome in 1981. The latter finding of Hishikawa's group, together with RBD observed in multiple system atrophy (MSA) reported by other groups, could be best explained by the experimental cat model because of its presumed extensive brainstem pathology. However, neurophysiology of withdrawal states has not been well understood; therefore, Stage 1-REM should be reappraised from new perspectives. After 1990, more extensive studies on RBD revealed that about half of RBD cases were associated with neurological disorders, especially neurodegenerative diseases pathologically known as syncleiopathies (Parkinson disease [PD], dementia with Lewy bodies, and MSA). In addition, it has been shown that a substantial number of idiopathic RBD (iRBD) patients eventually developed Parkinsonian diseases. In accordance with accumulative data indicating that various non-parkinsonian features can precede the onset of motor symptoms of PD (or pathologically Lewy body diseases), a search of early PD markers in patients with iRBD has been performed. The results of the studies support the hypothesis of RBD as an early sign of a neurodegenerative disorder. More recently, it was reported that RBD is frequently symptomatic of narcolepsy, although the pathophysiological mechanism of this state was still unknown. RBD in stroke patients have been anecdotal; however, under such conditions, specific lesion studies can be possible, as data in the experimental RBD rats have been accumulated during these few years. In conclusion, RBD is observed in a wide range of neurological disorders, and the causative mechanism of RWA and behavioral manifestations may not only be attributable to brainstem lesions. RBD is not a homogeneous clinical entity, and further refinement of its diagnostic classification is warranted to avoid diagnostic confusion.